Abstract Recently, people rely on mobile devices to conduct their daily fundamental activities. Simultaneously, most of the people prefer devices with Android operating system. As the demand expands, deceitful authors develop malware to compromise Android for private and money purposes. Consequently, security analysts have to conduct static and dynamic analyses to counter malware violation. In this paper, we adopt static analysis which only requests minimal resource consumption and rapid processing. However, finding a minimum set of features in the static analysis are vital because it removes irrelevant data, reduces the runtime of machine learning detection and reduces the dimensionality of datasets. Therefore, in this paper, we investigate three categories of features, which are permissions, directory path, and telephony. This investigation considers the features frequency as well as repeatedly used in each application. Subsequently, this study evaluates the proposed features in three bio-inspired machine learning classifiers in artificial neural network (ANN) category to signify the usefulness of ANN type in uncovering unknown malware. The classifiers are multilayer perceptron (MLP), voted perceptron (VP) and radial basis function network (RBFN). Among all these Multimed Tools Appl (2018) 
Introduction
The evolutionary update in mobile communication fields adjusts the way communities connect with each other in present days. From the introduction of mobile devices, the lives of populations ended up being less demanding and the communications among individuals became effortless and more accessible [15, 42, 58] . Concurrently, these facilities provide the opportunities for deceitful authors to develop malware to accomplish nefarious actions such as tracking user's location, committing bank fraud, accessing personal login details, imitating as a valid antivirus software and copying user's private data (i.e. photos, files, and documents). In the second quarter of 2016, McAfee [59] marked the highest number of new mobile malware samples since 2014. Furthermore, in the third quarter of 2016, Kaspersky Lab [49] reported the rate of the users encountered mobile banking Trojan is constantly increasing in September, which was almost eight times greater than in June. Additionally, Symantec discovered the rate of Android malware families is increased [82] . Consequently, it is indispensable to counter Android malware infringement and reducing its risks [9] .
In order to identify malware, security analysts implement two types of analysis, particularly dynamic and static. Dynamic analysis classifying an application either malware or benign by executing it and monitor its behavior [4] . For instance, in this type of analysis, a study [26] investigates mobile network traffic to observed network system activities to discover malware. Nonetheless, the limitations in the dynamic analysis only include a certain range of time which precludes activities which beyond the time range, triggers only certain of activities which possible to miss other actions beyond the analysis range and require high resources (i.e. memory and processor) [24] . Therefore, static analysis is another alternative for security analysts to detect malware. It is the type of analysis which examines overall code thoroughly, therefore further capable of examining the whole structure of the application [20] , and discovers malware that behaves under unusual conditions which is much more accurate [18] . In addition, along with machine learning mechanism, static analysis is able to detect unknown malware similar to dynamic analysis [92] . It consumes low memory resource, CPU consumption, and less time processing. The example papers which utilizes static analysis using machine learning are [1, 11, 79] . From static analysis advantages, we prefer static analysis in this paper. Nevertheless, it requires a set of relevant features known as features to identify an application either malware or benign.
Features refer to the characteristics or attributes used by machine learning to classify an application either malware or benign (normal). Relevant features in minimal amount are imperative because it contributes to develop an accurate predictive model to improve the accuracy of limited data and reduces the complexity of the machine learning model [28] . Hence, scrutinizing features in application code are necessary to detect malware. In past studies in machine learning and static analysis, they investigate permission category as features [68, 69, 71, 83] . However, one type of malware, root exploit, is able to bypass the permission security [72] , and therefore there is a need to research other category of features than permission. A number of studies [12, 92, 94] combine multiple features with different categories (e.g. application programming interface (API), code-based, strings, network address). Simultaneously, as the categories are numerous, the selections of features are expanded as well. As consequences, machine learning potentially confronts high increment complexity in the detection model for malware classification. Given this problem, searching for minimal features from multiple categories is a necessity. In the interest to discover which features malware frequently used, we adopted a novel technique by inspecting the similar features that repeat multiple times in each application and conducts a range algorithm between malware and benign. This technique takes part in three types of categories, which are permissions, directory path and one of the API type, telephony. Later, we utilized the best features as attributes in machine learning classifier to test its adequacy derived from the novel technique.
Given that features are important in malware detection, in similar, choosing a relevant machine learning classifier is important as well. A study [21] , conducts an examination of classification algorithms based on a bio-inspired algorithm to evaluate the potential to authenticate mobile users by the way they type text messages with a qwerty mobile device keyboard. Their promising results aspires our paper to prefer bio-inspired machine learning classifiers which are multilayer perceptron (MLP), voted perceptron (VP) and radial basis function network (RBFN). These three classifiers were developed to replicate the generalization and learning capabilities of human's brain by modeling the neural networks in a bio-inspired way. The networks consist of neuron which also known as perceptron. Henceforth, this study believes these neural network classifiers able to solve the malware detection problem in classifying unknown status of an application, either malware of benign.
This paper aims to seek the best features in negligible number for static analysis with bioinspired machine learning. As numerous users utilize Android OS and turn into the most wellknown mobile device, the investigation concentrates on Android. Accordingly, the contributions of this study are as follows: a) This experiment employs Drebin [12] as malware dataset, which comprises of 179 distinct families, which is viewed as reliable and wide malware samples in Android mobile device study. b) Scrutinizes, investigates and identifies which are the best features in three categories (i.e. permission, directory path and telephony). c) Adopted the novel range algorithm which calculates the frequency of each feature exists or non-exist as well as repeatedly used in the similar sample. Furthermore, in order to obtain which features malware frequently used, we subtract these frequencies between both malware and benign to obtain the ranges. d) To have a better prediction, this study searches and verify each feature in overall files including in nested folders in each application. e) To avoid any missing features in each category, this study extracts features by referring to the complete lists from official Android websites and its architecture. f) An empirical evaluation measures the machine learning performance in bio-inspired neural network classifiers (i.e. MP, VP, and RBFN) to detect unknown malware. g) This study developed Bio Analyzer, an intelligent web-based prediction system inspired from the proposed features and bio-inspired neural network classifier.
h) The system predicts another real malware dataset, Malgenome [97] that provides 1260 samples that consist of 49 different malware families to test the efficacy of our proposed features and method.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the related research with this paper. Section 3 provides our feature investigation and bio-inspired neural network in methodology section using static analysis. The following is Section 4, which presents the experiment results. Section 5 describes the development of the prediction system and its prediction results. Section 6 compares the results from the previous study. Section 7 discusses the findings and significant of this study. Section 8 explains the limitations of this study. Finally, Section 9 concludes the remarks and plans for future works.
Related work
The diversified Android brands, types and applications, attract unethical authors to developed malware to compromise victim's mobile devices in beneficial of private, money or fame purposes [46] . IBTimes reported that 104 Android applications in the Google Play store are hidden malware which have been downloaded over 3.2 million times in user devices [65] . In the reason to circumvent the malware violation, security analysts perform two popular types of security tests, which are dynamic and static analyses.
Dynamic analysis
In dynamic analysis, it refers to a technique which detects malware by performing the application and monitoring its behavior while it's running. It evaluates the application by executing data in real-time to discover malicious actions while the program is in motion. This type of security analysis monitors the real-time functional behavior, system memory, response time and the performance of the system. Table 1 lists the previous dynamic analysis studies  with features. In network frames, packets, and port numbers activities, two studies [4, 60] examine these behaviors in detecting malware. While the HTTP features, two studies [47, 60] contemplate this features which establish Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) connection to send data from client to server. In this table, the features which were not shared by other studies are system call activities, hardware behavior (i.e. Central Processing Unit (CPU), battery and memory), cryptographic operations, Domain Name System (DNS), Short Message Service (SMS), and file system.
One of the dynamic analysis study [60] , monitors the real-time behavior of the applications that selected 11 features to consist of frames, packet, port number and IP address. However, their MLP classifier's result yielded 94.83% of accuracy, which lower than our MLP prediction system accuracy (97%). Moreover, dynamic analysis needs to run the application which consumes more time, effort and hardware requirement, while our static analysis approach provides faster detection with low hardware specification. Furthermore, they investigate single dataset, Malgenome, while our study investigates Drebin and Malgenome as well.
Further study, DyHAP [4] choses seven connection-based features consists of frames and packets categories. They combined the bio-inspired adaptive neuro fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) and particle swarm optimization (PSO) as machine learning classifiers to detect 
malware. In coefficient of determination scores, they successfully achieved 0.7692 in training and 0.7721 in testing. However, they ran the experiment in simulation and used Malgenome dataset only. In comparison, our study conducted experiments in both simulation and real prediction system and utilized both Drebin and Malgenome dataset for the evaluation process. Another dynamic analysis study that used bio-inspired MLP classifier which similar to our study is Smartbot [47] . They focused on 16 features consists of network operations, started services, cryptographic operations, HTTP traffic sent/received, DNS requests, and SMS sent/received. They achieved higher accuracy (97%) with ours which achieved 90% only. Nonetheless, they need to monitor 16 features which consume more time, effort and hardware requirement, while our static analysis approach provides faster detection with low hardware specification. In addition, we study both malware dataset, Drebin and Malgenome, compare to their study which only considers Drebin. Nevertheless, dynamic analysis only covers limited time of activites which excludes the events which beyond the time range, triggers only certain of activities which possible to miss other actions beyond the analysis range and require high resources (i.e. memory and processor) [24] .
As opposed to dynamic, static analysis is another method which scrutinizing application codes in unexecuted condition. Static analysis examines overall code thoroughly, which covers the whole structure of the application [20] , able to detects unknown malware similar to dynamic analysis with the aid of intelligent machine learning prediction, requires low memory resource, CPU consumption, and less time processing [92] .
Static analysis and its features
Static analysis principally reverses engineer an application to obtain the code which consists of various features. Table 2 records the type of features utilized in previous static analyses studies in identifying malware. In this type of analysis, most studies utilized permission as features, which normally resides in AndroidManifest.xml file. It is a confinement that limits access to a part of the code or to information on the Android mobile devices. Unlike other previous studies, our study scrutinizes permission in the overall code including AndroidManifest.xml. Furthermore, this paper also examines others two categories of features, which are the directory path and telephony. In order to achieve the best features among these categories, we investigate the existence of each feature as well as the frequency of repeatedly used in each application. It is imperative to decrease and find the best features among multiple categories to a minimal amount because it attributed to better accuracy with fewer data and reduces model complexity [28] .
Features comparison
The most recent study in Table 2 is AndroDialysis [29] , a study that utilized two categories of features -permission and intent in detecting unknown malware in Android. Similar to our study, their study searched the features in the application code throughout the files in the application and refer the list of permission in Android official website [23] . However, in comparison, our study investigates additional two categories of features -directory path and telephony. In order to avoid any missing important features, we refer the complete list of directory path in [7] and telephony in Android official website [8] . However, their study searched the intent features according to their existence without referring the complete list of Android official intent.
In addition, many studies in Table 2 investigated features by either extracted its existence or manually inspected without referring to the reliable and complete list as a reference. Some of the studies are [1, 12, 48, 68, 69, [92] [93] [94] . By extracting the features without referring to a complete list as guidance, it is possible to miss any important features that significantly detect malware during the experiment. Unlike our study, we refer permission and telephony categories in Android official website [8, 23] , and directory path is based on Android file hierarchy which provides the complete list of Android directory path [7] .
Apart from that, certain existing studies in Table 2 extracted permission features in one particular file named Androidmanifest.xml only. The mentioned studies are [13, 57, 66, 80, 93] . The drawback is, many applications include none permission in the Androidmanifest.xml and therefore increase the false positive detection [3] . In comparison, our study counts the features reside in all files in an application including Androidmanifest.xml file to fully discover the potential of the features in detecting malware. The information in Table 3 compares the [ 33, 73] Code structures Comprises of a line or set of programming codes in an application.
[81]
Sources and sinks Sources and sinks are related terms. The sources in computing area are where the data enter the program, whereas sinks are where the data flows to leave the program [63] . [35, 56] Bytes Referring to codes in an application.
[25] String
It is a feature indicating plain-text strings or a sequence of characters such as Broot^, Bexec^, and Bpassword^. Malware includes certain strings to execute malicious activities.
[31]
Reverse-engineered Life Cycle Model
Android application consists of essential building blocks called application components (activity, service, broadcast receiver, and content provider) which follow a life cycle model during execution.
[44]
AndroidManifest.xml One of the files in Android application is AndroidManifest.xml. It is an essential file, containing the package name, the application components (activities, services, broadcast receivers and content providers), the permission declarations, the instrumentation classes and the list of necessary libraries [23] .
[ Features used other than API and permission. [38, 53] similarities and differences in feature extraction in manifest file, overall files as well as referring to complete list as guidance.
In overall features comparison, although our study is similar to [40] , at this time of writing, none of the previous studies in Table 2 that computes the similar features that repeat multiple times in each application, and conducts a range algorithm between malware and benign to obtain relevant features. We motivated to conduct this novel feature extraction method prior to a situation that some features exist multiple times in manifest as well as other files in one application. In addition, we investigate three categories of features (i.e. permission, directory path, and telephony) according to an official Android website and complete list as guidance to avoid missing any features.
Static versus dynamic
In addition to the need of investigating the best features, Table 4 indicates the common advantages and limitation in both static and dynamic. As each of the analysis utilizes different techniques, the advantages and disadvantages are dissimilar. In [43] , as the application is unexecuted, the benefits of this type of analysis are rapid processing and fewer risks in creating a bottleneck circumstance. Hence, this paper adopted static analysis as it serves a whole picture 
Machine learning classifiers
Machine learning is a scientific discipline that capable to predict future decisions and outputs based on the experiences gained through past inputs (learning set). The learning set is based on given dataset; furthermore, intelligent decisions are made according to certain algorithms. This technique has been widely applied for classifying which applications fall on which classes (normal or malware). Furthermore, machine learning belongs to the Artificial Intelligence field that allows the computer to reason and to decide based on datasets [51] . Machine learning is primarily divided into two learning types: unsupervised and supervised.
Unsupervised
In the unsupervised type of learning, the training only demands input data without comparing yield factors. The objective is to display the basic structure or circulation in the information, with the interest to learn more about the information. It is known as unsupervised learning because this type of learning has no right answers and unlabeled. The learning stage calculates itself to find and present the fascinating structure in the information.
Supervised
In contrast to unsupervised type, the supervised type is the classification whereas, each application in the dataset for training are labeled with the category. The label indicates the class of every application (malware or benign). Each training data contains an input (features or characteristics) and an output (class label-malware and benign). Afterward, the training stage calculates the approximate distance between the input and output examples to create a model. The model ought to be fit in classifying unknown application between malware or benign applications. Between supervised and unsupervised learning, this experiment falls into the supervised learning technique. The reason is because our study evaluates features of each application along with labels (i.e. malware and benign). In the interest to observe distinctive results in various machine learning classifiers in different categories, this study chooses three classifiers which include in artificial neural network (ANN) category.
Artificial neural network (ANN)
ANN is a bio-inspired computational model system which imitates the structure and functions of biological human organic brains. Dissimilar to computer programs that indicate the correct calculation to process information in a specific circumstance, a neural network reacts to information by adjusting its interior structure to discover patterns. Much the same as a human capable of discovering the similarities between a photo and a genuine leaf, ANN is possible to find these similar features as well. In the enthusiasm to explore the ANN capabilities in detecting unknown malware, this study adopts three classifiers in ANN category (i.e. MLP, VP and RBFN).
Multilayer perceptron (MLP)
MLP structure is based on a feed-forward (also known as error backpropagation) neural system with at least one or more layers between input and output layer [55] . The feed-forward indicates the information streams in one direction forward heading from input to output layer. The network learns the training information by altering the synaptic weight of neurons conferring to the error existed on the output layer. ANN is used in numerous fields due to it's powerful and stable learning algorithm. Analyst generally utilized MLP for pattern classification, recognition, prediction, and approximation. Figure 1 depicts the MLP feedforward concept.
Voted perceptron (VP)
In [32] , they introduce an algorithm for classification called as voted perceptron (VP), which based on a vote system. The VP keeps a list of all the forecast vectors created after each misclassified component and calculates what number of iterations for each vector endures. By utilizing this number of iterations as votes, the models surviving the most (i.e. fewer mistakes are made using this model) would have a greater majority in the vote. In other words, the information it keeps during training is the list of all prediction vectors that were created after in every mistake. In each vector, it ascertains the quantities of cycles it Bsurvives^until the following mistake is made. VP refers this count as Bweight^of the prediction vector. Figure 2 details the VP algorithm beginning from training until prediction.
Radial basis function network (RBFN)
RBFN is one of the ANN types for the application of supervised learning. It uses radial basis functions, which also known as activation functions to calculate the derived features in neural networks. It gives value to each point on its distance from the origin. Figure 3 depicts the RBFN architecture [86] comprises of input, hidden and an output layer with bias. The normally-used type chosen in activation function is the Gaussian. RBFN is a threelayer feedforward structure [86] with points:
1) The input layer serves only as input distributor to the hidden layer. 2) Every node in the hidden layer is a radial function, the dimensionality is similar to the dimensionality of the input information. 3) A linear combination calculates the output layer, particularly the weighted sum of the radial basis functions including the bias, which referring to the following equation for machine learning algorithm: Table 5 below presents the previous research in detecting malware between machine learning classifiers in this paper (i.e. MLP, VP, and RBFN). This table is to discover how many studies have used these three types of classifiers in past malware analysis. It points out that none studies adopted VP and RBFN in both dynamic and static. Furthermore, none studies used MLP in the static analysis which published it in journal publications. Hence, our paper chose MLP due to its popularity and compare to VP and RBFN, which precluded in malware detection using machine learning. To compare the results in using these three types of machine learning classifiers in detecting malware, the following section describes this study methodology in detail.
Methodology
This section presents the overall workflow of our study experiments. Figure 4 illustrates the methodology process. The first phase begins with data collection, which includes the reverse engineering process that retrieves the code of the application. The following phase is the feature investigation to select the exquisite of it among three categories (permission, directory path, and telephony). In the objective to detect unknown malware, the third phase applies the neural network-based classifiers (MLP, VP, and RBFN). The following subsections describe these phases in detail.
Data collection
Primarily, the dataset is a collection of related data to initiate the experiment in the initial phase. It consists of all the information required for research activities. Typically, in malware detection study, there are two types of classes involved as the dataset, which are benign (also known as normal) and malware. Table 6 lists the summary of dataset information in our experiment. The following subsections describe the dataset in detail.
Benign dataset
In benign dataset collection phase, we downloaded real-world 7000 benign applications from Androzoo [5] . The university of Luxembourg conducted this activity to searched this dataset and gains 5 million of Android application. These applications are from Google Play Store [34] , and other markets as well. In order to ensure the applications are in normal condition, we included the samples that available in Google play store only. The reason is, Google introduced Bouncer, a security service that scans the application, its developer account, reputation engine and cloud infrastructure automatically. Google is continuously improving and updating the Bouncer detection system and responsible for dropping the number of malicious applications about 40% in Google play store [39] . In addition, we also conducted a scan in Virustotal [84] . It is an online website which provides users a button to upload their Android Package File (APK) file and retrieve the results from more than 50 online antivirus results, either it malicious or non-malicious. This experiment uploaded the benign applications in Virustotal and included only applications that received 0/50 scores, indicates that 50 antiviruses claimed the APK is non-malicious. In overall, we managed to collect 5551 applications as benign dataset for our experiment.
Malware dataset
Meanwhile, in malware dataset, we prefer the set of Drebin [12] for simulation experiment. It is an experiment collaboration in University of Gottingen and Siemens, Germany. They obtained the malware by conducting static analysis whereas the features are embedded in a joint vector space to identify the application either malware or benign. The overall total amount of Drebin is 5560, consists of 179 different families. However, during the reverse Fig. 4 Methodology of the experiment engineering process, nine of them encountered errors indicated that the applications are damaged and it is different than APK type of file. Finally, the final total of malware dataset is 5551.
Reverse engineering process

Feature investigation and selection
In malware analysis, finding relevant features in minimal amount is crucial to establish an accurate predictive model, hence enhancing the detection accuracy of limited data and reduces the complexity of the predictive model [28] . In this phase, we scrutinize and select which features are suitable for numerous lines of codes. In this section, we apply the grep command in Ubuntu terminal to observe the entire codes and pull out the features. Figure 5 displays overall features in all categories. The categories of features in our study are permission, directory path, and telephony. This study acknowledged the frequency of each feature exist or non-exist as well as the repeatedly used in each application. For instance, android.permission.WRITE_SMS existed in one application, and this similar application also utilized the same feature repetitively more than once. In Fig. 5 , the left side shows the total number of features frequency which the applications repetitively used. It describes the malware utilized permission features more than benign. However, in telephony category, the range of features between malware (58535) and benign (55748) is small with only 2787. Meanwhile, the right-side view in Fig. 5 depicts the number of distinct frequency.
In this study, the maximum total of distinct frequency in both malware and benign in directory path is 113, permission is 378, and telephony is 52. In this aspect, certain of the features exist in malware but excluded in benign, and some of it exist in benign, but non-exist in malware. Therefore, in Fig. 5 , by combining the distinct features of malware and benign in each category, the amount will not exceed the maximum total of distinct frequency. For instance, in the directory path, the total of distinct features of malware (69) and benign (25) is 94, which lower that maximum total (113).
In the distinct features of view, Fig. 5 describes the malware used more number of features than benign, except telephony category. It shows the benign used 27 telephony features which exceed malware which used 24 only. It is worth to mention that in dataset total amount, both benign and malware are similar, which is 5551. Therefore, we discover that, if we add more benign samples, this derived the probability that benign possibly used more amount of telephony features than malware, which is different with the directory path and permission category.
After we obtain all the features frequency including the repetition, the subsequent step is to expose which features most used by malware. In this step, this study subtracts the malware frequency with benign and obtain the range according to the equation below. The following section provides the top range features obtain from the equation in permission, directory path, and telephony categories.
Permission
The first category is the permission features, which encoded in the AndroidManifest.xml file. Fundamentally, every Android application includes AndroidManifest.xml in its directory. It represents the information consists of the application package name, its permissions, activities, services, broadcast receivers, and content providers. In this category, we include the permission in Android reliable official website [23] , as well as other permissions obtain from our investigation. As we realized the number of permissions is increased because of the developer capable of creating permission in their own desired name during creating an Android application. Hence, we stop the process and gained 378 permissions both in malware and benign. As we have included the imperative permissions from reliable sources in Android official website, this study considers the total is sufficient. Figure 6 depicts the top 10 permission range and the frequency. The highest range in the figure is android.permission.READ_PHONE_ STATE which appear between 5000 and 7000. It shows that malware used this permission regularly more than benign. Moreover, the same permission is included in top ten range in Fig. 7 , which is the top ten malware permission enclosed in overall code (including manifest) and in the manifest file only. The permission listed in both Figs. 6 and 7 are android.permission.READ_PHONE_STATE, com.android.launcher.permission.INSTALL_ SHORTCUT, android.permission.ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION and android.permission. READ_CONTACTS. On the other hand, the next section provides the directory path feature.
Directory path
The second category included in this study is the directory path. This experiment investigates all the possible directory path based on Linux file system [7] . The total features in this category are 113. Figure 8 shows the top ten directory path frequency and the range. The highest range in this figure is /data/data which allocated between 6000 and 9000. While the other features received smaller range and slightly similar to each other. Afterward, this investigation continues with the following category, which is the telephony. The next section provides the information further.
Telephony
The final category is the telephony features, also known as telephony manager. It is one of the API in Android system. In order to discover the features, our investigation is based on the reliable Android official website [8] , which the total is 52. Figure 9 depicts the top ten telephony range including the frequency. Accordingly, the features among the higher ranges are the getLine1Number, getSubscriberId, and getSimSerialNumber. Once this experiment calculates the range of malware and benign, there is a need to observe the relationship of malware and benign features either positive or negative.
To discover the features relationship in malware and benign samples, we provided the regression line depicted in Fig. 10 . The three lines (indicated as directory path, permission, and telephony) that rise from below to the top show a positive relationship. The lines indicate that whenever benign features increase, malware and benign expand. This finding proves that the malware features in this paper are relevant features in detecting malware. The two significant lines, telephony (blue square) and permission (green triangle) depict that these two features are significant than directory features. In addition, this experiment used Information Gain (IG) value to ensure the features effectiveness in machine learning detection accuracy. Information Gain (IG) [78] decides the amount of data by measuring how well it isolates the training samples according to the objective. This study inclines toward IG because of its compelling measuring features, generalization capability, accuracy enhancement, and short execution time [50] . The highest IG value demonstrates the most effective for machine learning recognition. Table 7 records the twelve features in IG value beginning from 0.05 onwards.
For the final decision in selecting the best features, this study considers these twelve features for following reasons. First, the features in this table are included in best IG value. Second, the positive relationship in regression line proves the permission and telephony are the significant categories which similar to categories in best IG value in Table 7 . Third, these twelve features are included in top ten range frequency. Therefore, we proposed these selected twelve features for the bio-inspired ANN classification in machine learning. 
Artificial neural network (ANN) classification in simulation environment
In machine learning, the classifier's prediction is based on the predictive model. In building the model, this study used Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis (Weka) [85] . In this tool, it is fundamental to prepare a Comma Separated Values (.csv) file. As we selected the twelve features and addition to the class label, this file, therefore, contains thirteen columns. Furthermore, this file contains 11,102 lines of rows, which represents the total of both malware (5551) and benign (5551). Given that this work utilizes static analysis, each row comprises of 1 or 0 only. Each row represents an application, which shows 1 (if the feature exists @ occur) or 0 (if the feature is non-existence @ non-occur).
Once the .csv file application is complete, the following step is to convert it to Attribute-Relation File Format (.arff) file. This conversion is done by Weka. The reason is, ARFF is an ASCII text file format, which Weka introduced specifically to loads faster [88] . To achieve natural and acceptable results, evaluation process applies the randomize option to randomly shuffle the order of both classes (malware and benign) in the datasets. Therefore, the class categories in each application are arranged randomly to provide a natural order. Figure 11 displays the captured screen of some part in ARFF file after the randomize option. Eventually, the three machine learning classifiers, namely, MLP, VP, and RBFN, utilized this ARFF file for constructing the machine learning model in Weka simulation.
In constructing the machine learning predictive model, it is necessary to conduct k-fold cross validation methods, which runs repeatedly in k-fold times. In the experiment, the k subsets serve as the test set, whereas k-1 subsets are used as the training set. Moreover, the average of all k trials is computed for the evaluation [74] . This study used the 10-fold method, which repeatedly runs for 10-fold times for feature effectiveness. Particularly, the dataset is randomly divided into ten subsets of equal size and repeated ten times. In each repetition, one subset is used as the test set and the other nine subsets are combined to form the training set. Accordingly, the test set is excluded from the training set, which used to detect unknown malware in this step. In addition, in enthusiasm to test the bio-inspired ANN prediction in detecting unknown malware, the following section provides the website framework in a practical environment. The following section describes the evaluation metrics to evaluate and present the results. 
Evaluation and results
This section defines the evaluation measurements to identify performance in detecting unknown malware. The evaluation counts the measures according to the confusion metrics which applied to machine learning classifier evaluation. The following subsection is the results presentation, which recorded after the evaluation subsection.
Evaluation
In the interest to evaluate the effectiveness of the twelve features, it is crucial to address the machine learning classifiers performance matrix. The performances include accuracy, true positive rate (TPR), false positive rate (FPR), receiver operating characteristics (ROC), precision, recall, and f-measure. Table 8 lists the information on the experiments evaluations followed with the corresponding measurement equations.
Results from the simulation
This section exhibits the outcomes achieved from this investigation with the best results in following tables are highlighted in bold. The beginning result is MLP, next is VP and finally is RBFN. In the aspiration to discover results in different parameter value beginning from 0.1 to 1.0, these three classifiers utilized these similar values in each classifiers parameter. For MLP, the parameter is the learning rate, the exponent is for VP and the minimum standard deviation is for RBFN. Table 9 enlists MLP results with different learning rate values. It refers to the update network weights amount for each training period of time. This learning rate is for the backpropagation algorithm with the default value is 0.3. The value of this parameter should be between 0 until 1. In this table, the best parameter is the 0.1, which achieved the best score in four metrics, which the accuracy is 90%, FPR is 7.2%, precision is 92.3% and f-measure is 89.6%. This result justifies that evaluation value is changed to better score whenever the amount of weight in learning rate is decreasing.
MLP results
VP results
On the other hand, Table 10 lists the VP evaluation value with the exponent as the parameter. The exponent is referring to the value for the polynomial kernel in VP algorithm, which the default is 1. For this neural network classifier, the evaluation value changing to better results whenever the exponent value is increasing. The best parameter is 1.0 which jotted 89% in accuracy, 11.3% in FPR, 88.7% in precision and 88.7% in f-measure. This demonstrates that the increment of exponent contributes to better evaluation results. Table 11 shows the RBFN evaluation results with the best score is highlighted in bold. The parameter is the minimum standard deviation, which is set for the clusters in the neural network. In this table, the lowest parameter receives good results with 87% in accuracy, 86.1% in TPR, 86.1% in recall and 87.1% in f-measure. This result describes that the most minimal standard deviation, which is 0.1, records the best evaluation results. To describe these results in an interactive manner, Fig. 12 depicts all evaluation results with different classifiers. Figure 12 demonstrates that by using our proposed features and method, MLP classifier recorded the best prediction in this simulation surpasses other classifiers. It marks the higher scores in accuracy, TPR, f-measure, recall, and precision. Furthermore, MLP achieves the low scores in incorrect prediction in classifying malware. Although VP seems the worst score compares to other classifiers, however, it still achieves better scores than RBFN in recall and TPR. So far, this paper has focused on the outcomes in accuracy, TPR, FPR, precision, recall, and f-measure, while the next part describes the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) values from different parameters.
RBFN results
Receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
In this section, this study utilized the ROC value to discover the tradeoff between the TPR and FPR values. It is a fundamental indicator for diagnostic test evaluation. TPR (sensitivity) is plotted in the function of FPR for different cutoff points of a parameter. The ROC value closer to 1 indicates good classifier performance and high classification accuracy. Table 12 shows the ROC value in each parameter which the leading value highlighted in bold. In ROC value comparison, MLP obtains the closest value to 1 at 0.958. This value is higher than VP and RBFN (0.888 and 0.93). This demonstrates that MLP performs better in comparing ROC value between VP and RBFN. On the other hand, Fig. 13 displays the ROC value in graph form to reveal the pattern line when the parameter values are changing from 0.1 until 1.0.
In MLP classifier, the ROC values are declining when the learning rate parameter from 0.1 until 1. It demonstrates that MLP reaches best ROC value in less learning rate. Unlike MLP, the ROC value of VP gradually rises whenever the parameters are increasing. Similarly, RBFN receives similar pattern line compared to VP. These lines verify that these two classifiers 
Confusion matrix
A confusion matrix is a table to explain the performance of the machine learning classifier model. It provides the information of correctly and incorrectly prediction that have been done from the testing phase. Table 13 lists the confusion matrix of MLP, followed by Table 14 from VP, and Table 15 Between other classifiers, Fig. 14 demonstrates that MLP jotted magnificent scores in predicting unknown malware with our proposed features. In incorrectly prediction perspective, MLP collected the minimal value which is 402 only in the parameter of 0.1. However, RBFN nearly followed MLP value by scoring 407 in 1.0 parameter. Meanwhile, VP collected the highest incorrectly prediction which is 992 in 0.3 parameter. However, all of these prediction results are recorded in simulation only. In order to observe the prediction in a real practical environment, next section developed the intelligent prediction system in detecting malware. 
Intelligent prediction system
In the previous section, MLP is the best classifier that achieves the best prediction in detecting unknown malware in Weka simulation. Therefore, in order to test our best-proposed features as well as MLP machine learning classifiers in detecting Figure 15 depicts the architecture of our proposed prediction system. We developed the system on a desktop computer equipped with Intel Core i7-4770 CPU of 3.40 GHZ, 16 GB of RAM, and Microsoft windows 7 professional as an operating system with Java as the main programming language. The system consists of three important stages -application reverse engineering, features extraction and prediction. After the user uploaded their desired Android application package file (.apk) in the first page of the website, the system will grant a unique identification number followed by the name of the file to avoid duplication. Afterward, the system reverses engineer the file to obtain the entire code that ends with Java extension (.java). This system continues the process by searching overall files including in the nested folders in each application to extract our proposed features. Finally, the system used the features as input for the MLP classifier to predict the class of the uploaded file either malware or benign. The following figure -Fig. 16 shows the upload zone on the first page of the website. Meanwhile, the subsequent section is the evaluation process of the prediction by using our proposed features.
Prediction process and result
In order to evaluate the efficiency of our prediction system, it is important to use different dataset during the simulation. Therefore, as this study has used known malware for learning [97] and have been used in many studies [11, 18, 79] . Figure 17 displays the ongoing process after we uploaded the Malgenome files. The next figure is Fig. 18 which displays the second page of the website that provides the prediction results (i.e. M indicates as malware and B indicates as benign). After the system finish processed all the Malgenome samples, our intelligent prediction result shows an outstanding accuracy of 97% in detecting malware. Hence, this accuracy value proves that our proposed features with bio-inspired MLP classifier capable of predicting unknown malware. In the interest to compare our results, the next section provides the comparison results from previous studies which involve both Drebin and Malgenome malware dataset. 
Comparison
In the enthusiasm to substantiate the adequacy of our experiment results, this section compares it with the previous studies in accuracy category. The previous studies are chosen based on three reasons; 1) The previous studies utilized similar malware in our dataset in this paper -Drebin and Malgenome.
2) The selected papers were published in good ranking journals, which were indexed in BThomson Reuters Institute of Scientific Information^(ISI), Web of Science (WoS) database [64] .
3) The studies utilize static analysis, which is similar to our study. Table 16 compares the studies that used Drebin, while Table 17 compares the studies that used Malgenome.
In Table 16 comparison, DeDroid method is different with ours. Dedroid adopted the comparative system, dissimilarly with this study which adopted machine learning method to detect unknown malware. By adopting intelligent machine learning, our study capable of classifying classes between benign and malware with 90% accuracy from MLP classifier. This accuracy value between DeDroid and this study is similar, which is 90% as well. Meanwhile, other classifiers (i.e. VP and RBFN) recorded slightly low accuracies than DeDroid. By considering the benign dataset, DeDroid (14865) utilized more than this study (5551). This derived the probability that, by increasing the benign samples, this study capable of increasing the accuracy value more than 90%.
On the other hand, Drebin used SVM machine learning classifier and jotted 94% in accuracy, which surpassed ours, 90%. However, they excluded the exact list of features used in their paper and used 123,453 as benign dataset. As DeDroid and Drebin jotted higher accuracies by using more benign than malware samples, these situations provide convincing evidence that by using more benign, security analyst capable of increasing the accuracy. Other than accuracy and dataset samples, features selection is one of the crucial attentions in malware detection as well.
In detecting malware, feature selection provides significant effects on experimental results. Minimum features are desirable because it offers enhanced accuracy with fewer data, reduces the complexity of the detection model, decreases noise and irrelevant data [28, 70, 100] . Hence, in features comparison between DeDroid (18 features) and this study (12 features), MLP in this study gains similar accuracy (90%) with fewer features. The next study, Drebin used vector space in selecting features and achieved higher accuracy than ours. However, their study precluded the exact list of features and therefore we unable to compare how many amount of features they have used. In addition, Table 17 compares results from previous studies that utilized Malgenome as malware dataset.
In Malgenome comparison, our study recorded similar accuracy (97%) with [94] study. Nevertheless, our study utilized few features which reduce irrelevant features that might confuse the machine learning algorithm and reduce the complexity of the predictive machine learning [12] classifier model [28, 95] . Additionally, another study [92] demonstrated that more features reduce the accuracy value in detection when used 15 features whereas our study only used 12 features. Following section discusses the findings and significant from this comparison results.
Discussion
This section discusses the findings and significance in this study after the evaluation in both simulation and prediction system experiments. One of the findings is the preparation of more benign samples contribute to have higher accuracy value in detection. The reason is, machine learning classifier able to learn the benign pattern in-depth and further distinguish the malware class easier. The results yielded in simulation as well as prediction system validates this finding and therefore searching the benign sample is one of the future works in further research. Furthermore, another finding is the importance of selecting minimal features [2] . During the simulation, the machine learning classifier had done its process in WEKA whereas we reverse engineer the dataset earlier manually and count the frequency before assigning it to the simulation. Unlikely, this situation is dissimilar when this prediction takes place in the actual prediction system. Practically our system automatically reverse engineers each sample to gain the code and further count each feature to be input for machine learning classifiers. If the features are more than normal, such as 179 [23] , the system need to recognize 179 features in overall code, that include all types of strings including numbers, characters (e.g. double apostrophe, bracket), and symbols, this would possibly increase the noise of the strings and lead to irrelevant data. However, in our study, we used only 12 features and successfully achieve similar accuracy without using 179 features. This finding strengthened the evidence that few features would achieve better accuracy in detection.
Additionally, the significance of our prediction system is, the user is able to use it in personal desktop computer, as well as in their browser installed on their mobile devices. As our study adopted static analysis approach, it is easier to upload the Android .apk file to the browser and receives the result in a short time manner. With outstanding results in both simulation and real prediction system, this study would decrease the malware violation particularly in Android.
Limitation
The results in previous sections demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed features and method in detecting unknown malware in both simulation and prediction system practically. However, as [92] our study practiced static analysis method, it lacks the dynamic real-time inspection. Particularly, static analysis is unable to detect benign application that updates its form and evolves from benign to malware application. To relieve this drawback, we need to capture and obtain the Android application package (.apk) of the current application for malware detection in two situations -1) after the application update its content. 2) at least once a month. The scanning process only consumes a minimal amount of time prior to static analysis advantages in rapid processing compare to dynamic @ real-time detection.
9 Conclusion and future works
In conclusion, Android malware is widely increasing. Therefore, there is a need to detect it. With static analysis, this study capable of detecting malware in rapid performance with low resources. In malware analysis, it is imperative to decrease and select suitable features to gain best results. Hence, in order to discover relevant features, we scrutinize three categories of features which are permissions, directory path, and telephony. In the final phase of the investigation, we propose 12 features consist of permissions and telephony. This study also discovers that directory path is omitted in final feature extraction phase because of it is precluded in the Information gain (IG) value that more than 0.5 range. This part demonstrates that when compared with permission and telephony, the directory path category is less significant in detecting malware. Thereafter, we further evaluated these features in three machine learning based on bio-inspired neural network classifiers, which are MLP, VP, and RBFN. Among all classifiers, MLP recorded the highest accuracy (90%), TPR (87%), FPR (7.2%), precision (92.3%), recall (87%) and f-measure (89.6%). Moreover, this study developed a system called as Bio Analyzer to detect unknown malware in practical prediction and marks 97% accuracy. Nonetheless, as this study inspecting the .apk file to detect malware, it probably misses to certain applications that update its content and change from benign to malware. However, our method needs to continuously obtain the .apk of the current form of the application for prediction process from two situations -1) after the application update its content. 2) at least once a month.
As for future works, we decided to add benign applications in our dataset to improve detection results, for instance, to obtain lower FPR, as well as to increase TPR value. In addition, this study explores three categories of features -permission, directory path, and telephony. Therefore, it is worth to discover other categories of features to possibly increase the malware detection for future research efforts. In particular, by expanding the list of categories, we able to identify which category is suitable for detecting certain types of malware (i.e. root exploit, botnet, trojan).
